The ways we reason about probability distributions and explore their applications have been naturally shifting: away from thoughtful proving with definitions using first principles, and towards mechanical calculation with expressions using derived principles. This talk reviews three useful operations on distributions that we have started to express using equational derivations and even to automate as program transformations. These operations are (1) to recognize a density function as belonging to a known distribution family, (2) to eliminate an unused random variable by summation or integration, and (3) to disintegrate a joint measure into a marginal and a conditional measure. It is thus promising to support probabilistic reasoning by drawing techniques from both programming languages and computer algebra. Ongoing challenges include how to handle a wide variety of container data types and generating programs, and how human guidance should interact with machine assistance.
Introduction
Improving our understanding of a domain and automating reasoning in the domain are two activities that ideally form a virtuous cycle [2] . For example, by exploring the notion of natural numbers from first principles, we might come up with a collection of arithmetic operations and equational laws that are useful over and over again, and eventually develop representations such as decimal place-value and algorithms such as grade-school addition. Once we get the hang of invoking an automated reasoning procedure that is faster and more predictable if less flexible, we can redirect our thoughts to notions expressed using arithmetic and eventually automate reasoning with those notions. Similarly, we can use Gaussian elimination instead of thinking about which variables to cancel with which, and we can use a context-free parsing algorithm instead of searching for a syntactic derivation in a grammar.
Another domain where our improved understanding is leading to automated reasoning is probability distributions. Distributions are popular for formulating and solving problems in a wide variety of fields including machine learning, system control, and cognitive science. Many of these computations are automated, but the programs typically consist of manually derived formulas that operate on numbers, so any intent that relates programs to distributions is lost. We envision programs that refer to distributions directly and operate on them compositionally, using the same vocabulary as human practitioners communicating with each other. We expect such an executable vocabulary to make program families [14] that compute with distributions easier to express and evolve over time. This vision is one view of probabilistic programming.
Representing distributions
We must represent distributions before we can automate reasoning about them. To start, we write the informal type M α for distributions (measures) over α. For example, the normal distribution over reals has the type M R.
It is popular to represent distributions as densities. For example, it is popular to regard the normal distribution over reals as a function R → R + . But a density only represents a distribution in conjunction with a base measure (or dominating measure), and leaving out the latter is like leaving out the unit on a physical quantity: it works at the beginning but becomes confusing.
Instead, we represent distributions using operations of a monad [7, 16] . Here we notate monad unit by return and monad bind by Haskell's do-notation, and add primitives for elementary distributions. For example, consider the following problem (adapted from Eddy's [5] ):
An unknown random process yields a stateless coin that can be flipped repeatedly to produce heads (H) or tails (T). We assume that the probability p that the coin produces H each time is distributed uniformly between 0 and 1 by the process. We flip the coin 8 times and observe THTHHTHH. What is the probability that the next flip produces H versus T? Using the primitive distributions
we represent the process producing 9 coin flips as follows:
do {p uniform 0 1;
Each of the 10 bindings ( ) in this expression can be viewed as a node in a graph whose edges are data dependencies. p
This directed acyclic graph is a Bayes net [15] , so the monadic representation of distributions is essentially a Bayes net. One difference is that monadic bindings are ordered-for example, x 1 is chosen before x 9 in (3). But that is just a matter of bureaucracy: reordering bindings is justified by the semantics introduced by Staton [18] , where measure terms denote well-defined s-finite kernels. Two terms equivalent to (3) are worth mentioning on the side. First, for programmers comfortable with treating monadic actions as values, it may be more natural to represent the coin not by p : [0, 1] but by c : M {H, T}:
(Treating monadic actions as values helps represent their mixtures [6, 8, 11] .) Second, the repeated calls to flip in (3) (or to c in (4)) can be coalesced using a loop combinator such as what Haskell calls replicateM :
Repetition in a Bayes net can similarly be notated using plates [3] such as the rectangular box to the right. Handling repetition efficiently is called lifted inference and a research topic for both Bayes nets and probabilistic programs.
It remains to represent the observations THTHHTHH. Because the space of observations {H, T} is discrete (see Section 6), we can use the primitive scoring construct factor : R + → M 1, which maps 0 to the zero measure and 1 to the trivial measure return ().
The use of factor zeros out the portion of the distribution that does not match the observed 8 flips, and the return x 9 at the bottom makes this expression denote a distribution over just the outcome of the 9th flip.
Sampling and integrator semantics
One way to understand the meaning of a program using factor like (6) is that it can be directly executed as a sampler that collects samples of x 9 weighted by the scores. These weighted samples can then be analyzed; for example, to estimate the conditional probability of x 9 given x 1 , . . . , x 8 , we can plot a histogram by totaling the weights (not counting the samples) in each of the two bins. In short, the program (6) can be interpreted as a rejection sampler. But to rewrite these programs to more efficient ones, we need to allow ourselves to preserve a coarser semantics than weighted sampling.
Running the program (6) as a weighted sampler is one way to estimate the conditional probability of x 9 . But instead of collecting lots of samples weighted by 0 or 1, we can reduce the variance of the estimator-that is, make its accuracy depend less on chance-by rewriting it to generate weights other than 0 or 1. It is intuitive to replace drawing x 1 then testing x 1 = T by scoring 1 − p. Hence, we get the same histogram on average when we replace (6) by do {p uniform 0 1; () factor p 5 (1 − p) 3 ; x 9 flip p; return x 9 } : M {H, T}.
This new program only draws p and x 9 randomly. It is an example of an importance sampler.
Rewriting (6) to (7) does not preserve weighted-sampling semantics but does preserve measure semantics. A measure over α is characterized by how it integrates functions α →R + to yield results in R + . For example, uniform 0 1 integrates a function f : R → R + to yield the result ∫ 1 0 f (p) dp. Similarly, (6) and (7) integrate a function f : {H, T} → R + to yield the expected weight accumulated in a histogram bin. That expected weight is the same whether a sampler accumulates 1 in the bin 20% of the time or 0.2 in the bin 100% of the time, so (6) and (7) denote the same measure. Characterized thus as integrators, these measure denotations are easy to define compositionally on probabilistic programs.
Recognizing a density function
The first two lines of (7) express a distribution over p do {p uniform 0 1; () factor p 5 (1 − p) 3 ; return p} (8) by naming the base measure uniform 0 1 and the density p 5 (1 − p) 3 . As is common, the base measure represents our prior belief, and the density scores how likely the observed flips are under each possible value of p, so they are called the prior distribution and the likelihood, and together they define the posterior distribution (8) .
It turns out that we can better understand the program (8) as a measure, and further reduce its variance as a weighted sampler, by rewriting it to the equivalent program do {() factor (1/504); beta 6 4}.
Here beta is a primitive distribution that, like uniform and flip, is well studied and comes with a sampling algorithm that doesn't even need to generate weights. The constant normalizing factor (1/504) is the total probability of our observed flips; it does not concern our belief about p. Thanks to this conjugacy relationship between the prior and the likelihood on p, we can improve the program (7) by rewriting it to the equivalent program do {() factor (1/504); p beta 6 4;
To automate this rewrite, a probabilistic programming system needs to recognize the formula p 5 (1 −p) 3 as a density of beta 6 4 with respect to uniform 0 1 up to a normalizing factor. Recognizing density formulas is a problem solved by holonomic representation in computer algebra [4, 9] . The basic idea is to characterize the function h(p) = p 5 (1 − p) 3 up to a factor by a homogeneous linear differential equation (11) in which each д i (p) is a polynomial in p. In this case, the holonomic equation (unique up to a factor) is
Because this equation can be computed compositionally, and polynomials and their ratios can be matched robustly, we can rewrite (7) to (10) without being stymied-like syntactic pattern matching would-by algebraic variations such as polynomial expansion and variable substitution. We have automated such rewriting for many one-dimensional primitive distributions, without hard-coding each conjugacy relationship. Thus, holonomy offers a promising representation of densities, closed under operations such as product and sum.
Eliminating a random variable
In the programs (6), (7), and (10), the last line return x 9 says that we want to predict the next flip but we don't care to learn about p (the coin itself). Consequently, a little calculus can help us improve the programs even more. Let (h, t) be (1, 0) if x 9 is H and (0, 1) if x 9 is T. Then the total weight of the outcome x 9 is
Specifically, the outcomes H and T have weights 6/5040 and 4/5040 respectively, so the program is equivalent to just do {() factor (1/504); flip (6/10)}.
The variable p has been eliminated, or integrated out. We have derived the exact solution to the original problem: the probability of the next flip is H 6/10 versus T 4/10. In many real-world problems, such an exact solution is not tractable to compute. However, key to deriving an approximation algorithm is still exact equational reasoning, subject to human guidance in the foreseeable future [12, 19] .
A computer algebra system can perform the integral (13) symbolically. But feeding a probabilistic program to computer algebra willy-nilly can easily make it worse, so automation requires judicious control over which integrals to try [4] .
Another way to perform integrals that arise from probabilistic programs is to forego existing facilities for symbolic definite integration but to recognize the integrand in (13) by its holonomic representation to be a density of beta (6 + h) (4 + t) up to a normalizing factor. We can then use the fact that beta (6 + h) (4 + t) integrates to 1 (in other words, is a probability distribution), so the integral (13) is equal to the normalizing factor.
Disintegrating a joint measure
Consider the following problem, which is analogous to the running example so far but with real-valued observations:
An unknown random process yields a stateless particle whose one-dimensional position can be measured repeatedly to produce a real number. We assume that the position p of the particle is distributed normally with mean 3 and standard deviation 2. We measure the particle 8 times, each time drawing independently from the normal distribution with mean p and standard deviation 1, and observe −1.4, +1.0, −0.2, −0.5, −1.4, +0.9, +1.1, −0.9. What is the distribution of the next measurement?
Using the primitive distribution
we can represent the process producing 9 measurements as in (3):
do {p normal 3 2; x 1 normal p 1; . . . ; x 9 normal p 1;
However, it is no longer correct to represent the 8 observations using scores that are zero most of the time. The obstacle is that the probability of drawing any particular number from a normal distribution is exactly zero. Thus, when by analogy to (6) we write do {p normal 3 2; x 1 normal p 1; . . . ; x 9 normal p 1; () factor (if (x 1 , . . . , x 8 ) = (−1.4, +1.0, . . . , −0.9) then 1 else 0); return x 9 } : M R, (17) we get a program equivalent to the zero measure. In other words, we might as well have written factor 0 instead.
To express the conditional distribution given x 1 , . . . , x 8 , we need to use nonzero scores that are the densities of normal p 1 at x i . Because normal is primitive, we can look up the density function (call it dnorm p 1) from a table:
() factor dnorm p 1 (−1.4) · dnorm p 1 (+1.0) · · · · · dnorm p 1 (−0.9) ; x 9 normal p 1; return x 9 } : M R (18) This program is analogous to (7) directly and, thanks to a conjugacy relationship among normal distributions, amenable to the same equational reasoning as in Sections 4 and 5. These calculations are the basis of Kalman filters [10] , which estimate the state of a system from measurements over time.
When an observed quantity is not drawn directly from a primitive distribution, but rather a result computed by the model (such as the center of mass of random particles [1] ), it is more involved to specify and implement the disintegration program transformation turning (16) into (18) [13, 17] . In particular, we recently extended automatic disintegration to applications where the distribution of the observation has no density with respect to the Lebesgue base measure. For example, if the positions measured are clamped to the interval [0, 1], so x i < 0 is measured as 0 and x i > 1 is measured as 1, we can still infer the distribution of p and x 9 . In these cases, it is crucial for our representation of distributions to make explicit the base measure behind each density.
